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I. REMARKS BY PRESIDENT BIDEN AT SIGNING OF AN EXECUTIVE ORDER ON 
RACIAL EQUITY, JAN 26, 2021  

January 26, 2021 • Speeches and Remarks  

State Dining Room 

2:06 P.M. EST  

     THE PRESIDENT:  Good afternoon, folks.  I thank the Vice President for being with me 

today as well.  In my campaign for President, I made it very clear that the moment had arrived as 

a nation where we face deep racial inequities in America and system- — systemic racism that has 

plagued our nation for far, far too long.  

 

     I said it over the course of the past year that the blinders had been taken come off the nation 

of the American people.  What ma- — what many Americans didn’t see, 

or had simply refused to see, couldn’t be ignored any longer. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/
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Those 8 minutes and 46 seconds that took George Floyd’s life opened the eyes of millions of 

Americans and millions of people around — all over the world.  It was the knee on the neck of 

justice, and it wouldn’t be forgotten.  It stirred the conscience of tens of millions of Americans, 

and, in my view, it marked a turning point in this country’s attitude toward racial justice.  

 

When his six-years-old — six-year-old daughter, Gianna, who I met with when I met with the 

family — I leaned down to say hi to her, and she said — looked at me, and she said, “Daddy 

changed the world.”  That’s what Gianna said — his daughter.  “Daddy changed the 

world.”  And I believe she is right, not because this kind of injustice stopped — it clearly hasn’t 

— but because the ground has shifted, because it’s changed minds and mindsets, because it laid 

the groundwork for progress.  

 

COVID-19 has further ripped a path of destruction through every community in America, but no 

one has been spared, but the devastation in communities of color has been nothing short of 

stunning.  Just look at the numbers: 40 percent of frontline workers — nurses, first responders, 

grocery store workers — are Americans of color, and many are still living on the edge.  One in 

ten black Americans is out of work today.  One in eleven Latino Americans is out of work 

today.  One in seven households in America — about one in four black, one in five Latino 

households in America — report that they don’t have enough food to eat in the United States of 

America.  

 

Black and Latino Americans are dying of COVID-19 at rates nearly three times that of white 

Americans.  And it’s not white Americans’ fault, but it’s just a fact.  And the Americans now 

know it, especially younger Americans.  

 

One of the reasons I’m so optimistic about this nation is that today’s generation of young 

Americans is the most progressive, thoughtful, inclusive generation that America has ever 
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seen.  And they are pulling us toward justice in so many ways, forcing us to confront the huge 

gap in economi- — excuse me, economic inequity between those at the top and everyone else, 

forcing us to confront the existential crisis of climate; and, yes, forcing us to confront systemic 

racism and white supremacy.  

 

It’s just been weeks since all of America witnessed a group of thugs, insurrectionists, political 

extremists, and white supremacists violently attack the Capitol of our democracy.  And so now 

— now is the time to act.  It’s time to act because that’s what the faith and morality calls us to 

do. 

 

Across nearly every faith, the same principles hold: We’re all God’s children; we should treat 

each other as we would like to be treated ourselves.  And this is time to act — and this time to 

act is because it’s what the core values of this nation call us to do.  And I believe the vast 

majority of Americans — Democrats, Republicans, and independents — share these values and 

want us to act as well.  

 

We have never fully lived up to the founding principles of this nation, to state the obvious, that 

all people are created equal and have a right to be treated equally throughout their lives.  And it’s 

time to act now, not only because it’s the right thing to do, but because if we do, we’ll all be 

better off for it. 

 

For too long, we’ve allowed a narrow, cramped view of the promise of this nation to fester.  You 

know, we’ve — we’ve bought the view that America is a zero-sum game in many cases: “If you 

succeed, I fail.”  “If you get ahead, I fall behind.”  “If you get the job, I lose mine.”  Maybe worst 

of all, “If I hold you down, I lift myself up.”  

 

We’ve lost sight of what President Kennedy told us when he said, “A rising tide lifts all 

boats.”  And when we lift each other up, we’re all lifted up.  You know, and the corollary is true 
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as well: When any one of us is held down, we’re all held back.  More and more economic studies 

in recent years have proven this, but I don’t think you need economic studies to see the truth. 

 

Just imagine if instead of consigning millions of American children to under-resourced schools, 

we gave each and every three- and four-year-old child a chance to learn, to go to school — not 

daycare, school — and grow and thrive in school and throughout.  When they’ve done that — 

the places it’s been done, it shows they have an exponentially greater chance of going all the way 

through 12 years of school and doing it well. 

 

But, you know, does anyone — does anyone in this whole nation think we’re not all better off if 

that were to happen?  

 

Just imagine if instead of denying millions of Americans the ability to own a home and build 

generational wealth — who made it possible for them buy a home, their first home — and begin 

to build equity to provide for their families and send their children off to school, does anyone 

doubt that the whole nation will be better off?  

 

Just imagine: Instead of denying millions of young entrepreneurs the ability to access capital, we 

made it possible to take their dream to market, create jobs, reinvest in their own 

communities.  Does anyone doubt this whole nation wouldn’t be better off? 

 

Just imagine if more incredibly creative and innovative — how much more creative and 

innovative we’d be if this nation held — held the historic black colleges and universities to the 

same opportunities — and minority-serving institutions — that had the same funding and 

resources of public universities to compete for jobs and industries of the future.  You know, just 

ask the first HBCU graduate elected as Vice President if that’s not true.  

 

But to do this, I believe this nation and this government need to change their whole approach to 
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the issue of racial equal- — equity.  Yes, we need criminal justice reform, but that isn’t nearly 

enough.  We need to open the promise of America to every American.  And that means we need 

to make the issue of racial equity not just an issue for any one department of government; it has 

to be the business of the whole of government.  

 

That’s why I issued, among the first days, my whole-of-government executive order that will, for 

the first time, advance equity for all throughout our federal policies and institutions.  It focuses 

on the full range of communities who have been long underserved and overlooked: people of 

color; Americans with disabilities; LGBTQ Americans; religious minorities; rural, urban, 

suburban communities facing persistent poverty.  

 

And I’ve asked Ambassador Susan Rice to lead the administration’s charge through the White 

House and Domestic Policy Council because I know she’ll see it through.  Every White House, 

every White House component, and every agency will be involved in this work because 

advancing equity has to be everyone’s job.  

 

Today, I’ll be shortly signing an additional package of executive actions to continue this vital 

work.  Housing, for example: Housing is a right in America, and homeownership is an essential 

tool to wealth creation and to be passed down to generations.  

 

Today, I’m directing the Department of Housing and Urban Affairs — and Urban Development 

to redress historical racism in federal housing policies.  Today, I’m directing the federal agency 

to reinvigorate the consultation process with Indian tribes.  Respect the tribal sovereignty — 

respect for tribal sovereignty will be a cornerstone of our engaging with Native American 

communities.  

 

This builds on the work we did last week to expand tribes’ access to the Strategic National 

Stockpile for the first time, to ensure they receive help from the Federal Emergency Management 
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Agency, FEMA, to fight this pandemic.  

 

Today, I’m directing federal agencies to combat resurgence of xenophobia, particularly against 

Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, that we’ve seen skyrocket during this pandemic.  This is 

unacceptable and it’s un-American.  I’ve asked the Department of Justice to strengthen its 

partnership with the Asian American and Pacific Islander community to prevent those hate 

crimes. 

 

I’ve also asked the Department of Health and Human Services to put out best practices for 

combatting xenophobia in our national response to COVID. 

 

Look, in the weeks ahead, I’ll be reaffirming the federal government’s commitment to diversity, 

equity, and inclusion and accessibility, building on the work we started in the Obama-Biden 

administration.  That’s why I rescinded the previous administration’s harmful ban on diversity 

and sensitivity training, and abolished the offensive, counter-factual 1776 Commission.  Unity 

and healing must begin with understanding and truth, not ignorance and lies. 

 

Today, I’m also issuing an executive order that will ultimately end the Justice Department’s use 

of the private prison indus- — private prisons, an industry that houses pretrial detrainees [sic] — 

detainees and federal prisoners.  

 

The executive order directs the Attorney General to decline to renew contracts with privately 

operated criminal facilities — a step we started to take at the end of the Obama administration 

and was reversed under the previous administration. 

 

This is the first step to stop corporations from profiteering off of incarcerating — incarceration 

that is less humane and less safe, as the studies show.  And it is just the beginning of my 

administration’s plan to address systemic problems in our criminal justice system. 
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Here’s another thing that we need to do: We need to restore and expand the Voting Rights Act — 

named after our dear friend, John Lewis — and continue to fight back against laws that many 

states are engaged in to suppress the right to vote, while expanding access to the ballot box for 

all eligible voters. 

 

Because here’s the deal, and I’ll close with this: I ran for President because I believe we’re in a 

battle for the soul of this nation.  And the simple truth is, our soul will be troubled as long as 

systemic racism is allowed to persist.  We can’t eliminate it if — it’s not going to be 

overnight.  We can’t eliminate everything.  

 

But it’s corrosive, it’s destructive, and it’s costly.  It costs every American, not just who have felt 

the sting of racial injustice.  We aren’t just less of a — we are not just a nation of morally 

deprived because of systemic racism; we’re also less prosperous, we’re less successful, we’re 

less secure.  

 

So, we must change, and I know it’s going to take time.  But I know we can do it.  And I firmly 

believe the nation is ready to change, but government has to change as well.  We need to make 

equity and justice part of what we do every day — today, tomorrow, and every day. 

 

Now I’m going to sign these executive actions to continue the work to make real the promise of 

America for every American.  Again, I’m not promising we can end it tomorrow, but I promise 

you: We’re going to continue to make progress to eliminate systemic racism, and every branch of 

the White House and the federal government is going to be part of that effort. 

 

Thank you. 

 

This first executive order is a memorandum for the Secretary of Housing and Urban 
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Development to redress our nation’s and the federal government’s history of discriminatory 

housing practices and policies. 

 

(The executive order is signed.) 

 

The next executive order is reforming the incarceration system by eliminating the use of 

privately operated criminal detention facilities. 

 

(The executive order is signed.) 

 

The third executive order is a memorandum for the heads of executive departments and agencies 

on tribal consultation, and strengthening nation-to-nation relationships. 

 

(The executive order is signed.) 

 

The last executive order is condemning and combatting racism, xenophobia, and intolerance 

against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders in the United States. 

 

(The executive order is signed.) 

 

I think the country is ready, and I know this administration is ready.  Thank you. 

 

Q    Mr. President, what did you talk to Vladimir Putin about? 

 

THE PRESIDENT:  You.  (Laughter.)  He sent his best. 

 

                        END                2:21 P.M. EST 
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II. PRESS BRIEFING BY PRESS SECRETARY JEN PSAKI AND DOMESTIC POLICY 
ADVISOR SUSAN RICE, JANUARY 26, 2021  

January 26, 2021 • Press Briefings  

James S. Brady Press Briefing Room 

12:39 P.M. EST 

 

     MS. PSAKI:  Good afternoon.  As part of our administration’s efforts to increase 

transparency and introduce all of you to the policy experts who are leading the President’s 

initiatives, we’re joined today by Domestic Policy Advisor Susan Rice, who will be talking about 

the racial equity executive order that the President will be signing this afternoon. 

 

She’s kindly offered to stick around and take some questions.  I will, as usual, play the role of 

bad cop when it’s time for her to go. 

 

So, with that, I’ll turn it over to Susan. 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Good afternoon, everyone.  It’s good to be back.  Jen, thanks.   

 

The President has committed the whole of our government to advancing racial justice and equity 

for all Americans.  I’m leading this effort out of the Domestic Policy Council.  I have assembled 

a first-rate team to drive this agenda forward.  We will hold the federal government accountable 

for advancing equity for families across America. 

 

I have the support of every White House office and every agency in this work, because as 

President Biden has made clear, advancing equity is everybody’s job. 

 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/
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Tackling these challenges, though, is personal for me.  I’m the descendant of immigrants from 

Jamaica and enslaved Americans.  My grandparents and my parents are beneficiaries of the 

American Dream — and so am I.  My family’s story is a remarkable one of the march towards 

greater equality and opportunity. 

 

But for too many American families, systemic racism and inequality in our economy, laws, and 

institutions still put the American Dream far out of reach. 

 

Today, the average black family has just one tenth the wealth of the average white family, while 

the gap between the white and black — between white and black in homeownership is now 

larger than it was in 1960. 

 

These longstanding inequities are compounded by the converging crises we face as a 

nation.  Americans of color are being infected by and dying from COVID-19 at higher rates. 

 

One in ten black Americans and one in eleven Latino workers are currently unemployed.  By 

some estimates, 40 percent of black-owned businesses have been forced to close for good during 

the COVID crisis. 

 

Black and Latino families with children are twice as likely to be experiencing food insecurity 

during the pandemic as white families.  And black and Latino Americans are 2.8 times more 

likely to die of COVID-19. 

 

And for Native communities across the country, the overlapping economic and health crises have 

devastated tribal economies and healthcare systems. 

 

These are desperate times for so many Americans, and all Americans need urgent federal action 

to meet this moment. 
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Today, President Biden will deliver a national address on his plans to advance racial justice and 

equity, starting with an equitable and inclusive recovery.  President Biden will renew the federal 

government’s commitment to making the American Dream real for families across the nation by 

taking ambitious steps to redress inequality in our economy and expand opportunity for 

communities that have been left behind, including communities of color. 

 

His economic plans make historic investments in underserved communities and put equity at the 

heart of our recovery.  His ambitious agenda builds on a legacy of Americans forging 

opportunity out of crisis. 

 

These aren’t feel-good policies.  The evidence is clear: Investing in equity is good for economic 

growth, and it creates jobs for all Americans.  Economists have estimated that the U.S. economy 

has lost a staggering $16 trillion over the last 20 years because of discrimination against families 

of color.  If we closed racial gaps in income and opportunity, these same economists have 

estimated we could add $5 trillion to the U.S. economy over the next five years and add over 6 

million new jobs for all Americans.  [SEE THE CITI STUDY SHE IS REFERRING 

TO AT SECTION V OF THIS DOCUMENT], 

 

So building a more equitable economy is essential if Americans are going to compete and thrive 

in the 21st century. 

 

We have hit the ground running to embed equity throughout the administration.  On day one, the 

President signed an executive order directing an unprecedented whole-of-government initiative 

to embed racial equity across federal policies, programs, and institutions.  That starts with a 

review of policies and institutions to redress systemic racism where it exists and to advance 

equity where we aren’t doing enough. 
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Every agency will place equity at the core of their public engagement, their policy design, and 

program delivery to ensure that government resources are reaching Americans of color and all 

marginalized communities — rural, urban, disabled, LGBTQ+, religious minorities, and so many 

others. 

 

The President has put equity at the center of his response to the COVID-19 and economic 

crises.  His executive orders signed last week deliver rent relief, student debt reprieve, and 

emergency food assistance to families across the country, helping all Americans, including black 

and brown families who we know are being hit hardest by this crisis. 

 

And he took steps to make our broken immigration system more humane and secure.  He 

restored the integrity of the census so that our constitutionally mandated accounting of every 

person in the United States is fair and inclusive. 

 

And even before taking office, President Biden released his American Rescue Plan that will 

make historic investments in advancing equity.  Independent economists estimate that his plan 

will cut child poverty in half — cut child poverty in half for all Americans — and reduce overall 

poverty in America by 30 percent. 

 

Black families this year will face a poverty rate of 20 percent if Congress does not act on the 

American Rescue Plan.  But if enacted, the poverty rate would fall by over one third, and it’d fall 

by 40 percent for Latino families and by one fifth for American — for Asian American and 

Pacific Islander families. 

 

The American Rescue Plan also provides critical relief to Native American communities and 

tribes.  These investments will lift over 8 million black, Latino, and Asian Americans out of 

poverty and provide relief across sectors where families of color are most disproportionately 
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impacted by this crisis: in food and financial security, healthcare access, and education and 

childcare.  

 

Today, President Biden is continuing his commitment to embedding equity at the center of his 

agenda by signing an additional package of executive actions.  The President will sign a 

memorandum directing the Department of Housing and Urban Development to mitigate racial 

bias in housing and affirmatively advance our nation’s fair housing laws.   

 

He will also sign an executive order directing the Department of Justice not to renew any 

contracts with private prisons.  Private prisons profiteer off of federal prisoners and are proven to 

be — or found to be by the Department of Justice Inspector General to be less safe for 

correctional officers and for prisoners.  President Biden is committed to reducing mass 

incarceration while making our communities safer.  That starts with ending the federal 

government’s reliance on private prisons. 

 

The President will also sign an executive order reinvigorating the commitment of all federal 

agencies to engage in regular, robust, and meaningful consultation with tribal governments.  

 

And the President will sign a memorandum directing all federal agencies to take steps to combat 

xenophobia and acts of violence against Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders who have been 

targeted by political leaders in our nation’s response to COVID-19. 

 

Again, these are a continuation of our initial steps to advance racial justice and equity through 

early executive action. 

 

Beyond this, the President is committed to working with Congress to advance equity in our 

economy, our criminal justice systems, our healthcare systems, and in our schools.  
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As I’ve said many times in my personal capacity, and I say again, I believe we all rise or fall 

together.  Advancing equity is a critical part of healing and of restoring unity in our nation.  The 

President will have more to say about all of this later this afternoon. 

 

And I’m happy to take a few of your questions. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Peter. 

 

Q    Ambassador Rice, thank you.  You speak about communities of color, right now, that are 

disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.  Of course, they’re also less inclined to have faith 

in the federal government response to the vaccination process.  So what specifically — and I’ll 

follow up with others — but what specifically is being done right now for communities of color 

to convince them it’s okay to get this vaccine? 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Well, Peter, I will leave much of this to my colleague, Jeff Zients, 

who’s leading our COVID response.  But I think two important points: One, we have established 

within our COVID task force an effort on equity — and that includes, obviously, racial equity — 

that will focus on health disparities but also on the reality that there are Americans who — and 

particularly Americans of color — who, for very valid historical reasons, are skeptical and 

reluctant.  

 

And a large part of what our colleagues on the COVID task force are doing — this is the second 

part — is reaching out directly, through targeted campaigns, to get to those very communities 

where the skepticism is highest.  

 

And that’s vitally important because as we — as communities of color are suffering 

disproportionately and may have less access to information about the vaccine and the ability to 

easily go online, in some instances, and get an appointment, we have to take those additional 
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steps to ensure that they are aware of its availability, they can get appointments, and that they 

understand that the vaccine is safe. 

 

Q    Let me ask you — I have a couple things: One is news of the day, but another one — there’s 

a lot of day-one promises right now. 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Jen — Jen does news of the day. 

 

Q    Okay, fine.  Let me ask you, on —  

 

MS. PSAKI:  Yeah, we’ll do a whole thing after this.  

 

Q    — on February 20th of last year, President Biden said, “My first day of office, I’m going to 

send a bill to the Congress repealing the liability protection for gun manufacturers, closing the 

background check loopholes and waiting period.”  So what happened to that day-one promise?  

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Well, I think you’ve seen that we have rolled out an unprecedented 

number of early executive actions.   And as you’ve heard Jen say and many of my colleagues 

say: This is just the beginning.  We have 1,454 more days left in President Biden’s first term, and 

so give us a little something to do over the next few days. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Cecilia.  

 

Q    Thanks, Jen.  Thank you, Ambassador.  A housekeeping question if I may, and then a 

follow-up.  Can you speak specifically to what this does, as it relates to immigration and 

immigrants?  Does this cover particularly the prisons and private prisons housing immigrants — 

undocumented immigrants, tens of thousands of whom are facing deportation in privately run 

prisons right now? 
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AMBASSADOR RICE:  This order today applies to the Department of Justice-run prisons.  It is 

not, in this instance, applicable to those run by other agencies. 

 

Q    So not ICE, not anything like that.  Okay.  

 

And then — and then, going back to January 6th and what we saw just a few weeks ago at the 

Capitol, when we saw people roaming that building, carrying Confederate flags, wearing anti-

Semitic shirts — we saw lawmakers in that group; we saw firefighters in that group; we saw 

military veterans in that group — what are you doing to address this issue of white 

nationalism?  And how concerned are you about the threat from some of these groups leading 

into this impeachment trial in two weeks? 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Well, I think we have seen — and it’s been plain for all Americans on 

their television sets — just how serious a problem we face from nationalists and white 

supremacists who have demonstrated a willingness to resort to violence in some instances.  

 

And that is why the President has ordered the intelligence community to compile a 

comprehensive assessment of the nature of this threat and challenge, and its origins and roots, 

and thus provide policymakers with inputs that will be very important to address this challenge.  

 

The National Security Council has set up a capacity within the NSC to focus on domestic violent 

extremism and to ensure that we are, within the White House and within the interagency, 

coordinating efforts to craft and implement policies that will address this.  So we’re taking it 

quite seriously. 

 

Q    And why doesn’t this address the ICE private detentions?  
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AMBASSADOR RICE:  It addresses the Department of Justice prisons in the first instance.  It’s 

not — it’s silent on what may or may not transpire with ICE facilities.  There was a Department 

of Justice Inspector General report in 2016 that underscored that private prisons funded by DOJ 

were less safe, less secure, and arguably less humane.  

 

This was — the Obama-Biden administration took steps to end renewing of contracts for private 

prisons, the Trump administration reversed that, and we’re reestablishing it. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Go ahead.  And I know we met this morning, but tell us your name again.  

 

Q    Mario Parker, Bloomberg News. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Thank you. 

 

Q    Thank you, Ambassador Rice.  Two questions.  The first: What will the administration do to 

address the relationship between communities of color and police, particularly as part of the 

mass incarceration component? 

 

And then the second question: Republican legislators have signaled that they’re going to look to 

roll back some of the voting procedures from the last election.  We know that that’s centered in 

some of those swing states in largely black and brown communities.  What’s the administration 

going to do about that as well? 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Well, with respect to prisons, policing, the entire basket of very 

important criminal justice reform issues: This is something that we are committed to addressing 

and we will have more to say on criminal justice in the coming weeks, including on matters 

related to policing.  So please stay tuned for that. 
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With respect to efforts to roll back the access to the ballot: This is something that I expect that 

the President will address in his remarks today.  It’s a matter of real concern because we ought to 

be in the business of encouraging and enabling all Americans who are eligible to vote to be able 

to vote.  

 

And that’s why, you know, we will continue to work with Congress on its various efforts to 

advance democratic reforms.  There’s legislation on the Hill that would move us in that 

direction, including restoring and revitalizing the Voting Rights Act. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Jonathan, you’ll have to be the last one.  But Susan will come back, I’m sure.  

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  You’re going to let me come back? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  We’ll welcome you back.  Go ahead.  

 

Q    Thank you, Jen.  Thank you, Ambassador.  These measures here are executive actions, 

which of course could be overturned and reversed by a future President.  Can you talk about 

what steps could be taken to codify these, to make them permanent, whether it’s private prisons 

or other measures, so they could not be undone by a future President? 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Okay, well, Jonathan, as you know, to codify something and make it 

lasting in law requires that Congress — both houses of Congress pass it and that the President 

sign it.  And for this, as well as many other things, there will be areas where legislative actions 

are the best and most durable approach.  There’ll be some instances where, in advance of 

legislation or efforts to achieve legislation, it’s wise to take executive action.  

 

So I don’t think we should assume that by doing something by executive action, where it may 

also be appropriate to seek legislation, that we wouldn’t do it.  We have a very full legislative 
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agenda.  The President’s first priority is enacting the American Rescue Plan, as well as getting 

our nominees confirmed.  And we’ll be focused in the next few weeks on that.  

 

MS. PSAKI:  Thank you, Ambassador Rice. 

 

AMBASSADOR RICE:  Thank you, Jen.  Thank you, everybody. 

 

Q    Thank you, Ambassador Rice. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Okay.  Just a couple more things at the top, and then I’d be happy to take your 

questions. 

 

The President and his team have been working around the clock over the past six days to make 

meaningful progress on vaccinating as many people as possible.  As we’ve talked about in this 

room before, increasing the vaccine supply and building increased cooperation between the 

federal government and state and local leaders on the ground is key to getting that done. 

 

The President will speak later today on those efforts and provide an update on his team’s work to 

bolster the vaccine supply available so that we can, in turn, get more shots into Americans’ arms 

as quickly as possible.  

 

And I’ll also add, as many of you have reported, there are some calls this afternoon with 

governors to brief them on these plans and give them an update on how we will continue to work 

together even more efficiently. 

 

A couple other things.  Earlier today, the first female Vice President swore in the first female 

Secretary of the Treasury — what’s that for history? — Dr. Janet Yellen.  Today, of course, is 

pretty historic day.  
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And this afternoon, the Vice President will make her first visit to a federal agency, the National 

Institutes of Health, where she will — she and the secol- — Second Gentleman, excuse me, will 

receive their second dose of the Moderna vaccine.  The Vice President will thank Director 

Collins, Dr. Fauci, and the staff of the NIH for their work to develop the vaccine and efforts to 

keep Americans safe.  

 

She will also make the case that Congress needs to immediately pass the American Rescue Plan, 

which includes $20 billion to invest in local community vaccine distribution centers in the 

hardest-hit areas.  Her remarks on the vaccination at NIH will be livestreamed on the White 

House YouTube channel, so you can all turn in — tune in for all of that.  

 

Okay, Jonathan, kick us off. 

 

Q    Thank you, Jen.  First, on the response to the pandemic — two matters there.  First, could 

you give us or provide a little more detail as to how much more of the vaccine is going to be 

distributed and how quickly to these states?  We’ve heard governors sound the alarm that they 

are desperately low on what they need.  And then, can you talk about — has CDC considered, 

with White House support, a measure for testing for all passengers on U.S. domestic flights? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, Jonathan, on — the first part of our effort is certainly to ensure we are more 

effectively and efficiently working with governors and local officials who have expressed some 

frustration in recent weeks about the lack of information and the lack of a federal plan.  

 

We’ve only been here six days, but we want to take steps as quickly as possible to address 

that.  And part of that will be what the President updates us all on this afternoon.  And I would be 

a very short-lived press secretary if I got ahead of the President.  And we’re having so much fun 

in here, so you don’t want that to happen.  
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On the second question on testing: We’re constantly evaluating — of course, our medical and 

health experts — steps that need to be taken to keep the American people safe.  We announced 

some travel restrictions, as you know, yesterday.  I don’t have any additional restrictions to 

preview or announce for all of you.  

 

I will remind you that tomorrow is the first day of our briefings that will be happening 

approximately three times a week — that you can all tune in and learn more from our health 

experts on our plans. 

 

Q    And on another matter — on impeachment: The President yesterday, in an interview, said 

that he did not believe that former President Trump would be convicted and therefore removed 

from office, but said he felt like it had to go — the trial had to go on anyway.  Could you please 

explain what he meant by that? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Sure.  Well, let’s put this in context of last night.  So last night, the House 

impeachment managers delivered the articles of impeachment to the Senate with a dramatic walk 

over, as we — you all carried on television.  And, you know, the President was referencing a fact 

that he referenced in his statement of just a couple of weeks ago, when the House passed the 

impeach- — the articles of impeachment themselves, which is that now it, of course, will move 

on to the Senate. 

 

As he also said at the time, he hopes — and I’ll quote him here — “the Senate leadership will 

find a way to deal with their constitutional responsibilities on impeachment while also working 

on the other urgent business of the nation.”  He still continues to feel that way.  

 

So, last night, they delivered the articles.  The next step, as you all have reported and people 

watching at home know, is for the Senate to proceed with their trial.  He’s going to allow them to 
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move forward at the pace and manner that the leaders in the Senate determine.  And I can 

promise you that we will leave the vote counting to leaders in the Senate from now on. 

 

Q    Last follow-up, and then I’ll hand it off.  On this, though, why is the President so reluctant to 

express his personal opinion as to what happens here?  We understand he’s not in the Senate 

anymore — 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Mm-hmm. 

 

Q    — but he is the leader of the Democratic Party.  Why won’t he say what he believes should 

happen? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the President believes that the Senate has the constitutional duty to proceed 

as they see fit on holding the former President accountable.  He spent 36 years in the Senate; he’s 

no longer there.  As the President of the United States, he feels his role is to deliver on what he 

promised for the American people.  So that’s what he’s trying to do every day. 

 

Go ahead, Peter. 

 

Q    Just a little housekeeping as it relates to what’s going on in the Senate right now.  When is 

the last time that President Biden spoke to Leader McConnell? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  He has spoken with Leader McConnell.  As he said, he’s spoken with him a couple 

of times.  But I’m not going to — 

 

Q    Since — since inauguration? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I’m not going to read out specific calls to all of you on the pace or number of their 
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phone calls. 

 

Q    I guess the question is: This is someone who has always said — the President — that his 

strong suit is the ability to work with both sides of the aisle, and he criticized the previous 

administration for not bringing lawmakers here on COVID relief to sit down in the Oval 

Office.  So why not say to Democrats and Republicans, “Come to the White House right 

now.  Let’s hash this out, and let’s get it done”? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, I know that would make for excellent television and quite a dramatic 

moment here at the White House.  But he is in close touch, as our team is — members of our 

senior team — as you know, Brian Deese, a number of senior officials here at the White House 

— speaking with different caucuses in Congress — Republicans, Democrats, people from 

different wings of different parties — about our plans and our commitment to getting the COVID 

package passed.  But our view is that a lot of those conversations should happen one-on-one, 

should happen in small groups, and that’s the most productive way to move this bill forward. 

 

Q    Let me ask you, if I can: There seemed to be a little bit of disagreement in terms of the way 

both Dr. Fauci and President Biden viewed herd immunity and when we get out of this pandemic 

right now.  We heard the President yesterday say, “I feel confident that by summer we’re going 

to be well on our way towards herd immunity.”  Dr. Fauci said that he thought this would likely 

occur — where we were closer to being back to normal — by this fall.  Just so it’s clear for 

Americans what the administration is promising or telling them, when should we expect that 

takes place? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the President is certainly pushing his team every day to deliver results as 

quickly as possible.  So as part of his comments yesterday, he also talked about his desire to 

ensure there’s greater availability in the spring, and certainly his hope that every American will 

— that more Americans will have access as quickly as possible. 
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But he has also said many times it will take months and months for a broad swath of the 

population to be vaccinated.  And, as always, he’s guided, as we all are, by scientists and medical 

experts and certainly Dr. Fauci’s guidelines of when we can expect for a broad swath of the 

population to be vaccinated. 

 

Q    And for specificity on the vaccine stockpile, yesterday you didn’t have a specific number; 

CDC director Rochelle Walensky didn’t as well.  What is the stockpile right now?  Where do we 

stand at this moment? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the President is going to have more of an update later this afternoon, as I — 

as I previewed earlier.  

 

Q    Do you know the answer, I guess?  Do we now — do we have our hands around that, 

though? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, certainly.  There is — we monitor updates on a daily basis through Tiberius 

and multiple systems that have available information on vaccine numbers that are distributed to 

states — what states have received, what they have distributed.  And we have been connecting 

all the dots to ensure we have our best understanding of where the holdups are. 

 

And we, of course, have that assessment, but we’re continuing to dig in every day on where the 

— what the issues are: Why aren’t — why isn’t the vaccine getting out to states?  What is the 

holdup with vaccinators?  Why aren’t there more vaccine sites that are getting the supply they 

need? 

 

But later this afternoon, he’ll have more of an update on our additional vaccine supply that we’ll 

make available to states. 
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Go ahead, Peter.  It’s a “Peter row” over here.  

 

Q    “Pete and Pete.”  Or Pete and “re-Pete,” I guess. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  So, the jokes could go on.  Go ahead. 

 

Q    Thank you.  Yeah, let’s do that.  

 

So there are some reports that FEMA is now planning to reroute up to $10 billion in money that 

could be used to combat COVID-19 right now to preemptively combat climate change by 

building sea walls and elevating flood-prone homes.  And I’m curious if there has been any 

thought given to waiting until COVID is behind us to do that.  

 

Q    Peter, I had not actually seen that report before we came out here.  As you know, and I’ll just 

repeat, the President’s first priority is getting the pandemic under control and doing everything 

needed, putting all of the necessary resources behind that.  But I’m happy to circle back with our 

team on that specific report.  

 

Q    And another question.  The President says that he hopes that the Senate leadership can 

continue — can do a Senate impeachment trial while working on the people’s business.  What if 

they can’t? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, as President, you always have to be hopeful, of course.  That’s your role as a 

leader: to push and push leaders, push Democrats and Republicans to make more progress. 

 

But, you know, I think what the President will continue to do privately in his conversations with 

members of Congress — Democrats and Republicans — and publicly is make the case for the 
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cost of inaction.  And I think he doesn’t feel that there — the Democrats and Republicans in 

Congress have the space and the time to wait; that there’s an urgency that the American people 

are going to continue to push members who are representing them on.  And so I don’t think he 

feels there’s an alternative, other than to — them to move forward with urgency.  

 

Q    And then just one more.  The riots in Portland and the violence in Portland recently — there 

was some discussion earlier about the January 6th rioters being reviewed by the DNI as domestic 

violent extremists.  Are the rioters in Portland also being viewed through the same lens, or is that 

something different, as the White House sees it? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I think we — you and I talked about this yesterday and conveyed that all violence 

happening around the country will be reviewed as a part of the tasking that was done by that 

national security team.  But I don’t have anything to preview on it. 

 

Cecilia, go ahead. 

 

Q    Thanks, Jen.  On COVID relief, we’ve heard Republicans come out in opposition in broad 

brushstrokes at this point.  But in terms of the conversations that Brian Deese is having, or the 

President for that matter, or anyone on your team, has any Republican come forward to give you 

an alternative?  What is happening with these negotiations?  What are they telling you that they 

want?  To go?  To stay?  What’s the non- — without you negotiating from here, but what 

alternatives are they giving you? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, Cecilia, you have the benefit of having covered Congress for quite some 

time, and you know none of them are quiet about what they like and don’t like, and they often 

say it publicly.  

 

So, the President and members of our team are hearing many of the same, you know, expressions 
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of support and sometimes expressions of questions about whether packages need — the package 

needs to be the same size, whether it’s targeted, whether it should be targeted in this way.  Those 

are the same questions that they are hearing privately.  

 

And — but what they all — what the President is also hearing privately and what members of 

our team are also hearing privately is that they expect him to be focused on this package, and 

they will be as well, and they hear and understand the urgency.  

 

And as you know from covering this quite — for quite some time yourself, oftentimes things 

come together right before there’s a vote, right?  The President kind of alluded to this yesterday, 

but we feel democracy is working how it should: He laid out his big package, his big vision of 

what it should look like, and people are giving their feedback, and he’s happy to have those 

discussions and fully expects it’s not going to look exactly the same on the other end. 

 

Q    And on the stockpile assessment, I want to flip the answer that you’ve been giving, saying 

that “it’s five days or six days; give us some time to catch up with this.”  I understand that.  

 

On the inverse, it’s been six days.  Why don’t we know exactly what is in this stockpile?  How 

— what have been the hurdles, the biggest hurdles in getting that answer? 

 

Slaoui — you probably heard this — yesterday defended the program, Operation Warp Speed, 

saying that this is — the results were “exceptional.”  So why has it taken so long —  

 

MS. PSAKI:  I’m not — 

 

Q    — six days in? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  (Laughs.)  Six days in.  Well, six days in, the President is also giving an update on 
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steps we’re going to take to provide more vaccine supply to states across the country in response 

to their concern there has not been a federal plan in place and that they haven’t received the 

coordination, cooperation, and information they desired.  So, in my view, that’s a pretty rapid 

response to states’ concerns.  

 

We do have an assessment — as I referenced, Tiberius, which is quite a name for this website, I 

will say.  It sounds like a magical creature a little bit, to me.  But it provides vaccine information 

— publicly available information on vaccine supply that’s gone to states and what’s been 

used.  It doesn’t mean it’s perfect.  Oftentimes it isn’t.  

 

But our concerns and our focus is not just on the supply; that’s part of the issue.  It is also about 

ensuring that states have the number of vaccinators they need, so that means people who are 

literally taking the shots and qualified to put them in the arms of Americans.  And some states 

and some communities don’t have people who are able to do that and vaccine centers and places 

where people can go and receive the vaccine. 

 

So there’s multiple steps in this process, and our focus is on ensuring not just the supply is at the 

rate it needs to be and that states have more advance notice — this is one of the things governors 

will tell you and have told us, that it is very difficult for them when they find out a day before or 

a couple days before that they’re going to run out of supply or when a next supply shipment is 

coming.  They want more time.  That’s something we’re also working on.  

 

So those are all pieces that are a part of this herculean operational task that our team has 

undertaken.  

 

Go ahead, Mario. 

 

Q    Thanks, Jen.  Senator Schumer, last night, said that he wants President Biden to consider 
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declaring climate change a national emergency, to give him power similar to what his 

predecessor, President Trump, did with the wall.  Is that something that the President is 

considering? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the President has long said it is one of the four crises that he believes are 

central to the presidency and central to his time as the Commander-in-Chief and the President of 

the United States: addressing the threat of climate.  

 

     So he has not only taken actions — executive orders — taken actions that fall under the 

purview of the President, but also he has pushed to find ways to work with Congress on taking 

additional steps moving forward too.  

 

There will be more we have to share on our efforts on climate in the days ahead, but I don’t think 

Leader Schumer has any doubt about the President’s commitment to this, and certainly the fact 

that he has called it a crisis.  It is — he said it is central to the issues he wants to take on, and his 

presidency speaks to his commitment to the issue. 

 

Go ahead. 

 

Q    So two more questions to bring it back just to COVID response for a second.  So, first, one 

of the questions that’s come up is, how much money is needed, exactly, to respond to the 

emergency that we’re in?  Is it $1.9 trillion?  Is it some other figure?  

 

Do you have an assessment just of how much money is left from Congress’s last allocation 

towards these issues?  How much is left to spend?  

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, as Brian Deese — the NSC Director Brian Deese said last week, the problem 

with focusing on the $900 billion package as the answer to our current problem now is that it was 
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catching up for what had not been done for the prior six months.  So what we’re really focused 

on now is what is needed for immediately, now, of course, but also in the months ahead.  

 

And as I was alluding to a little bit earlier, the way the President thinks about this is what the 

cost of inaction is.  So, if you look ahead, it’s critical — and I talked about this a little bit 

yesterday — that we don’t get anywhere near the March cliff, which would mean the end of 

eviction and foreclosure moratoriums; the end of $300 additional UI assistance; the end of PPP 

loan applications for small businesses.  And, as you all know from covering what’s happening in 

the country, you know, people need security, and what we’re trying to do now is provide that. 

 

So this package was designed not with a number in mind — we weren’t trying to get a shock-

value sticker value.  The President relied on the advice of economists, of health experts, and 

others who recommended: This is the size and the components that are needed now, not just to 

distribute the vaccine, but to provide certainty and a bridge to the American people to get to the 

other side.  

 

So — 

 

Q    But do you have a number right now for how much is — for vaccine distribution alone, how 

much you have to spend as compared to what you’ve asked for? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I’m happy to check with our team on that, but I will say that what we’re looking 

ahead to is where are we in a couple of weeks and where are we in two months?  And no one 

wants to be having a conversation in May about why our schools aren’t open and why millions 

of people have been kicked off of unemployment insurance.  So, part of our role here is to look 

ahead, and that’s what — exactly what we’re trying to do with this package. 

 

Q    Okay.  And to one other issue: The — President Trump signed an executive order restricting 
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exports of vaccines that are manufactured within the United States.  That order is still in 

effect.  First of all, what is your assessment of exactly whether drug manufacturers are able to 

send these vaccines overseas?  Can they do that under current law?  And, two, will you take any 

action to reverse that executive order?  

 

MS. PSAKI:  That’s a great question, and we’ve talked about, obviously, joining — rejoining the 

World Health Organization.  And ensuring we are a partner to the global community on this 

effort only makes us safer and the American people safer.  But I’d have to check on a specific 

export question for you. 

 

Go ahead. 

 

Q    Jen, the National COVID strategy of the administration, released just a couple of day ago, 

says that, quote, “The United States will accelerate the pace of vaccinations by encouraging 

states and localities to move through priority groups more quickly.”  What is “more 

quickly”?  How should governors interpret that?  And, you know, will you provide more detailed 

guidance to state and public health officials on how they should be going through these priority 

groups? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the answer is yes.  And part of our effort — as I mentioned, there was a call 

with governors this afternoon to provide an update on vaccine supply and steps we’re taking, 

from the federal government, to ensure they have not just the information they need but also the 

access to supply they need.  

 

And in terms of the pace, the guidelines will, of course, be publicized by the CDC.  They have 

their first briefing tomorrow.  We’ll see if they have an update on that.  But really, what they’re 

trying to — what we’re all trying to endeavor to do is ensure that we have not just more supply, 

but more vaccinators — as I noted, more people in communities who can vaccinate — more 
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centers and locations that can provide these vaccinations.  

 

So all of those components will lead to expediting.  We’re not asking states to do this on their 

own.  In fact, we’re asking — we are trying to reset and be partners here in a more effective way 

than we’ve seen over the last 10 months. 

 

Q    And health officials seem to be recommending now double masking.  Is that something that 

the White House would like to see?  

 

MS. PSAKI:  I’ve seen some of those reports.  I haven’t seen that come officially from the 

CDC.  But again, I’d encourage you to ask them that question tomorrow, and I’d refer to them 

for any new guidance on that front. 

 

Go ahead. 

 

Q    Hi.  Regarding the Defense Production Act, what is the timeline for ramping up production 

of supplies, specifically the specialized syringes?  And has the administration been in talks with 

any specific companies or manufacturers? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  It’s already been invoked and underway, so those discussions and efforts to ramp 

up production are already underway.  They started as of 24 — less than 24 hours after the 

President signed that executive order and made that announcement last week.  I don’t have any 

specific companies, I don’t think, to kind of preview or read out for you, but I’m sure we can 

follow up and see if there’s more specifics to provide on the specific companies. 

 

Q    And is the Department of Defense considering plans to deploy military — National Guard to 

help with the vaccinations, be those vaccinators in communities that are underserved? 
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MS. PSAKI:  Well, certainly, the government — across the government, everyone is going to 

play a role in COVID, and addressing COVID and getting the pandemic under control.  But in 

terms of their specific plans, I would send you to the Department of Defense. 

 

Q    Can I ask one more on behalf of the radio pool? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Sure.  

 

Q    The administration — this is for a reporter who can’t be in the room: What are the 

administration’s plans for Guantanamo and restarting military trials for detainees?  One case 

announced last week. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I don’t have anything new on that.  I’m happy to follow up on that for you as well.  

 

Go ahead. 

 

Q    I just wanted to circle back to Peter’s question.  So Dr. Fauci, on Fox today, went back to 

quoting that “100 million doses in 100 days” number.  So did the President misspeak when he 

said the new goal was 150 million shots in a hundred days, yesterday?  Or was he operating 

under some new update that he got? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  The President didn’t actually say, “The new goal is…”  The President said, “I hope 

we can do even more than that.”  And that is certainly, of course, his hope.  He is continuing to 

push our team to get as many Americans vaccinated as quickly as possible.  That’s why we set 

the bold goal of 100 million shots in the arms of Americans in a hundred days, to begin with.  

 

I would just remind everyone this has literally never been done before.  And what he has asked 

the team to do, and what the team is focused on doing, is also planning for contingencies.  I 
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mean, we’re at war with the virus.  So, in a wartime theme here, there are a lot of things you plan 

for, including trucks breaking down; freezers breaking; you know, needing to plan for that; you 

know, not having vaccinators in a location to be able to put the syringes in people’s arms. 

 

Q    So the 100 million number, though, would be a more accurate number to be citing? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  That’s the number we set, based on the recommendations of health and medical 

experts; it continues to be our goal.  But does he want to do — beat that goal?  Of course, he 

does.  Of course, he does.  

 

But, again, it is a goal that was set with contingencies we need to plan for in mind, and he’s 

going to continue to push the team to meet that goal and go beyond it. 

 

Q    And I had one other question — 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Go ahead.  

 

Q    — that I wanted to ask the Ambassador, but I didn’t get a chance to, which is: In terms of the 

racial equity goals, does the White House support overturning the Small Business Administration 

language that prohibits people with records from accessing PPP relief?  It’s something that on 

the Hill has the support of Portman and Cardin. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I know I had talked a little bit with our econ — economic team about this issue 

earlier, but I’ll have to circle back with you on it.  It’s a good question.  We’ll bring Ambassador 

Rice back, but we’ll circle back with you on this today.  

 

Yamiche, go ahead in the back.  
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Q    Hi, I have a couple of questions.  The first is: David Kessler said that most Americans would 

not be vaccinated until the third or fourth quarter of this year.  He said that last week.  President 

Biden spoke and said that he — we could possibly have herd immunity as early as this 

summer.  That’s the difference of a couple months.  I’m wondering if you could reconcile the 

difference there and talk a little bit more about when herd immunity and most Americans will be 

able to vaccinated.  

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, it’s sort of similar to what Peter asked a little bit earlier.  But, you know, 

what the President — but the President is, of course, pushing his team to deliver results.  And his 

goal is to ensure there is a greater availability in the spring and that it continues to improve in the 

summer. 

 

Everybody won’t be — won’t be eligible this spring, as you all know, even with — even as CDC 

— the CDC continues to provide updated guidance.  But he would certainly defer to medical 

health and medical experts, and obviously the guidance of Dr. Fauci, on when we may be at the 

pace of reaching herd immunity.  But, you know, we will continue to update, as more progress is 

made, what the goals look like. 

 

Q    And following up on that, in terms of data collection, it’s my understanding that something 

like 50 percent of the vaccinations are coming in without racial data.  Is that accurate, or is there 

something else there?  I’m wondering how you’ll measure success in vaccinating people of color 

in vulnerable communities if you don’t have the data on who’s getting vaccinated.  

 

And will we see — be seeing, kind of, mobile outlooks, mobile, kind of — mobile — just mobile 

outreach to those communities, in terms of vaccines?  When might we see that? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Yes, absolutely.  That will be part of it.  But also part of it will be working with 

pharmacies and working with health centers in communities so that communities across the 
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country — rural communities, communities of color — have easier access to know where they 

can go and get a vaccine.  

 

But this is going to be hard, and we are not trying to sugarcoat that.  And it will be very 

challenging.  This is why everybody who comes and speaks about COVID talks about our — the 

challenge of vaccine hesitancy and how we’re going to overcome that.  And it won’t just be just 

about having centers; it will also be about overcoming a lot of these contingencies I’ve 

mentioned that we have to plan for — about more effectively communicating with people, about 

the safety of the vaccine, and really being thoughtful about who we’re using to communicate.  

 

So it is — it is going to take a multi-faceted approach, and we are open-eyed about the challenge. 

 

Q    On the data part of that question: Is it accurate that there’s very little racial data, or at least 

less than 50 percent of racial data coming in on vaccinations? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I would — I would defer — I would refer you to the CDC.  And I know they’ll 

have their first briefing tomorrow, and that sounds like a great question to ask them. 

 

Q    And I know Ambassador Susan Rice, she didn’t take all the questions, so maybe I’ll ask you 

the same — 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Sure. 

 

Q    — the question that I was going to ask her, which is: We’ve seen that, after January 6th, 

there is obviously this issue of white supremacy and racism coursing through our 

country.  What’s the biggest challenge when you think of equity in this country?  And how do 

you measure success for something like that, especially when we think of all of the different 

ways that our country is dealing with it?  
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I know this — these EOs are about housing and about criminal justice, but can you talk a little bit 

about how you’re going to measure success and what the federal government’s role is on 

something so big as inequality and racism? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, I think what Ambassador Rice was conveying to all of you, and obviously 

what the President will sign later this afternoon, is an executive order that makes racial equity 

and addressing racial equity a priority across the government.  And what the Pres- — how the 

President talks about this is that far too often, when you think of racial — issues that are in the 

racial equity bucket, shall we say, are only related to a couple of categories, and that’s just not 

accurate. 

 

We need to address racial equity in terms of health disparity.  We need to address it in terms of 

access to lending and to loans.  We need to address it in terms of biases and discrimination as it 

relates to housing. 

 

And so what this executive order will do — it will make it a priority and infuse expertise and 

personnel to ensure we are addressing issues that impact communities of color across the country 

every day, and not just every few months when it’s an issue that comes up and prompts 

questioning. 

 

Go ahead, in the back. 

 

Q    Thank you, Jen.  And thank you for making sure that everybody gets the opportunity to ask 

questions.  I really appreciate that.  I’ve got one on housekeeping, real quick, and then I’ve got a 

domestic and a foreign policy question.  

 

So you got some beautiful screens behind you.  Your predecessors have rejected multiple 
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requests to bring back the Skype seat to the daily briefings for the benefit of reporters who are 

trying to stay safe during the pandemic while working remotely.  Would you consider bringing 

back the Skype seat? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  We would.  I will say — people don’t usually realize this, but there’s normally 

about 60 people in this room; I think that’s the right number.  That’s certainly something we 

would be happy to have in this room, and I think all of you would too because you’re asking 

questions on behalf of your colleagues.  

 

But we also — we rely on the advice of our health and medical experts on what’s safe — not just 

for us, but for all of you.  And having everybody sit seat-by-seat wouldn’t be safe.  I know that’s 

not what you’re asking, but we’d certainly be open to taking questions via Skype.  

 

I took some questions on Twitter the other day.  We’re going to try to take some questions from 

the American people that they ask on YouTube.  And so we’ll continue to look for ways to not 

just bring back the daily briefing, but to take questions from more reporters and people. 

 

Q    Okay.  During the campaign — this is the foreign policy question.  During the campaign, 

Mr. Biden had said that he would give benefits to the Palestinians, but he didn’t specify anything 

that he would ask — any concessions.  So the question is: Is it the belief of this administration 

that the Palestinians don’t have to make concessions to get funding for a consulate? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, I think I’ve talked about this particular issue enough in my old days at the 

State Department to know I’m going to defer to our national security team and the State 

Department and Jake Sullivan on any more specifics.  Obviously, the President’s view continues 

to be that a two-state solution is the only path forward and that — you know, that that continues 

to be the position of his White House and administration. 
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Q    And finally — finally, this is on behalf of a colleague who was not able to be here today due 

to social distancing: Does the President believe he can attain unity with the 74 million Trump 

voters while urging his allies in the Senate to hold an impeachment trial after his predecessor has 

already left office? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, the President’s belief is that he was elected by 81 million Americans, in part 

because they believed that he was somebody who could help bring the country together, unify 

the country around addressing the crisis that we face.  And when he talks every day, nearly, 

about getting the pandemic under control, putting people back to work, he’s not just speaking to 

people who voted for him; he’s speaking to all of the American people, including the 74 million 

who didn’t vote for him.   

 

And certainly addressing the pandemic, making — ensuring that people don’t worry about the 

health and safety of their grandparents, of their sisters and brothers, getting kids back to school 

— that’s not a partisan position; that’s a position — that’s a leadership position and one he’s 

taking because he wants to make sure he’s delivering for all the American people.  

 

Go ahead, all the way in the back. 

 

Q    Thank you, Jen.  I’m Marek Wałkuski from Polish Radio.  The President spoke with 

Chancellor Merkel yesterday. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Mm-hmm. 

 

Q    But the readout from the phone call doesn’t mention 

Nord Stream 2 — the pipeline from Russia to Germany.  Have they discussed this particular 

project?  And what’s President Biden’s position on Nord Stream 2?  Is he determined to use all 

the tools he has, like sanctions, to stop the project? 
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MS. PSAKI:  Well, I don’t have any more for you on the particular read out.  But I can convey 

that we continue to believe — the President continues to believe that Nord Stream 2 is a bad deal 

for Europe.  We’re aware that the previous administration imposed new restrictions on activities 

related to the pipeline under the National Defense Authorization Act, and we will be reviewing 

those measures.  

 

And so he looks forward to continuing to consult with our European partners on this issue.  And 

if there’s more to share on his conversation with Chancellor Merkel on it, we will certainly circle 

back with you more directly.  

 

Let me just get to everybody.  Go ahead.  

 

Q    Thank you, Jen.  This is just following on from Yamiche’s question earlier.  We heard the 

President, yesterday, say that anyone who wanted to get a shot would be able to get one by 

spring and that we would be well on our way to herd immunity by summer.  I’m wondering how 

we can make those projections — and we don’t know what the National Stockpile is — when the 

CDC director says that supply won’t increase until March and when we’re still having these 

enormous distribution problems in the different states? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, let me first start by saying, as I started the briefing conveying, the President 

will have more to say on our vaccine supply and also — and also assistance and cooperation that 

we will be doing with the states later this afternoon.  So we’ll have an update on that.  

 

And as I also noted, we do have a sense.  There is Tiberius — my favorite word of the day — a 

website that has available information on not just the vaccine that is available in states, but what 

has been distributed.  
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So what I was conveying, and I think what a number of our medical and health experts have been 

conveying, is that we’ve been here for now six days — I’ll at a certain point stop saying 

that.  But less than a week is not that long period of time.  We are assessing every day where the 

holes are, where the gaps are, what the holdups are.  It’s not just supply; it is beyond that.  It’s 

also having the number of vaccinators we need, the number of vaccine distribution sites we 

need.  Those are all issues, if you talk to any governor, that they will say are challenges to getting 

the vaccine in the arms of the American people. 

 

And what the President’s goal is, is ensuring that there is greater availability in the spring.  He 

will push his team.  He pushes his team on COVID and updates on it, even when it’s a meeting 

about other issues.  This is his focus every single day. And — but the fact is, every American is 

not going to be eligible this spring.  We’re going to continue to increase supply; that’s part of 

it.  And he has said many, many times, it’s going to take months and months for a broad swath of 

the population to be vaccinated.  

 

But he would, if he were standing here today — one, he’d be a lot taller than me, but he would 

say there are — he will defer to health and medical experts to get their assessments on when we 

can reach the point of herd immunity. 

 

Peter, go ahead. 

 

Q    There is a report now that the Chief Financial Officer of Florida has sent a letter to the 

International Olympic Committee that Florida would like to host the Olympics if Japan, next 

year, is uncomfortable because of the pandemic.  Is a Florida Olympics in 2021 something you 

can see the White House supporting? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Wow.  Well, that’s a lot of steps that need to take place, and I don’t know the 

entire process of the Olympics, but I would certainly think — send you to the U.S. Olympic 
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Committee and the International Olympic Committee, first, on what their assessment of that 

offer is, and certainly, of course, what their assessment is of Japan’s preparedness for the 

Olympics. 

 

Go ahead, right here. 

 

Q    Jen, on contingencies: If these COVID vaccines need to be tweaked or changed because of 

these emerging variants, how is that going to complicate your rollout effort? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, Dr. Fauci spoke to this a little bit last week, and I expect this will be one of 

the lines of questioning with our health and medical experts when they have their first briefing 

tomorrow.  And they have spoken to both assessments that have been made about the efficacy of 

the vaccine, even with the new variants, and how they are evaluating, you know, what the 

efficacy will be moving forward.  This is something that they will continue to look at through a 

medical and health lens. 

 

So I don’t think I’m going to have a new update or assessment for you from here, but it’s 

something they’re looking closely at, and the President will continue to encourage them to be as 

honest and straightforward with the American people as possible. 

 

Q    Just one unrelated question.  One of President Trump’s last acts was to grant protective 

status to Venezuelans who are in the United States. 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Mm-hmm. 

 

Q    I believe that still stands.  Can you give us an update on your position on that? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Sure.  Let me see.  Let’s see.  
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While the overriding goal of the United States is to support a peaceful democratic transition in 

Venezuela through free and fair elections, he has long been clear — the President, that is — that 

his administration’s approach to Venezuela will focus on addressing the humanitarian situation, 

providing support to the Venezuelan people, and reinvigorating multilateral diplomacy to press 

for a democratic outcome and pursue individuals involved in corruption, human rights abuses, 

and pursue individuals involved with that.  

 

I don’t have anything more for you on the status of temporary protected status.  That was a 

mouthful.  I will — of course, our national security team is doing a review of all of the positions 

put in place by the Trump administration and will provide an update when we have one. 

 

Go ahead. 

 

Q    One more question.  Ambassador Rice outlined all of these disparities when it comes to 

Americans of color being infected and dying from COVID at higher rates.  Do you — does the 

White House fault the policies of the previous administration for creating those disparities that 

we’re seeing? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, health disparities in communities of color existed long before the Trump 

administration took office, and I think that’s a statement of fact.  But what did not happen was 

actions put in place to ensure greater accessibility to communicat- — communities of color for 

healthcare, greater communications on public campaign about how communities of color could 

gain access to healthcare and treatments.  And certainly the actions taken by the prior 

administration to, for all intents of [sic] purposes, destroy the Affordable Care Act didn’t help 

any American and certainly didn’t help communities of color.  

 

So, the vaccine, as you all know, has only — we did not have the scientific and medical 
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breakthrough until late last year.  And now it’s incumbent upon this administration, the Biden-

Harris administration, to ensure that we are taking secs — steps to increase access, but also to 

communicate more effectively with communities of color about the vaccine and the efficacy of 

it.  And that certainly is a primary focus.  That’s one of the reasons why Dr. Marcella Nunez-

Smith is leading a COVID task force and is a pivotal part of the COVID team. 

 

And I will say, from being on the transition, she wasn’t a person who was, aside from by 

reputation, but she wasn’t known by President — then President-elect Biden previously, but he 

was so impressed with her as a member of the COVID Advisory Task Force that he felt, 

personally, it was important to have her as a pivotal member of the team to address exactly this 

issue. 

 

Okay, go ahead.  Last — last one, says Jonathan.  

 

Q    Thank you very much.  If I can ask a follow-up, I’d appreciate it.  The Trump administration 

granted waivers to Arkansas and other states to require work for some Medicaid recipients.  That 

was challenged in the court.  The court struck it down.  The Trump administration pushed it to 

the Supreme Court.  It’s ending there.  Does the Biden administration support these waivers, 

oppose them?  Are they going to argue for it, against it?  What’s the position of the 

administration? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Well, I would certainly send you to our Department of Justice, my Department of 

Justice colleagues, to speak to anything related to a legal case.  I will say that President Biden 

does not believe, as a principle, it should be difficult to — for people to gain access to 

healthcare.  And he’s not — he’s not been supportive in the past, and is not today, of putting 

additional restrictions in place.  And he’s spoken about that publicly, too. 

 

Q    And then, if I could follow up.  Yesterday, former President Trump endorsed Sarah 
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Huckabee Sanders for Governor of Arkansas in 2022.  Where does President Biden stand on that 

particular race, and how high is this on his list of priorities? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Wow.  How high is the Arkansas Republican gubernatorial primary on the 

President’s list of priorities?  Not high.  I can confirm for you I’m not running for Governor of 

Connecticut in the future.  So I’m here to confirm that for you, as well.  I don’t expect he will get 

involved in this race, but also politics is not front and center for his mind, in general, at this point 

in time.  He’s focused on getting the pandemic under control. 

 

Okay. 

 

Q    Jen, who leads the governors’ call today, just for clarity? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  What did you say? 

 

Q    Who is leading the governors’ call today? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Who is making — leading the governors’ call? 

 

Q    Who is leading it?  The President won’t be on it, so who is leading it? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Jeff Zients will be one of the — one of the health officials, or one of the, I should 

say, policy officials, who is on the call today.  There may be others, but he’s one of the primary 

leaders of the call. 

 

Q    And bipartisan governors, obviously, participating? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  I believe so, yes.  Exactly.  
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Okay, last one.  I’m breaking Jonathan’s rule, but — 

 

Q    Hey, Jen.  We just saw that President Biden has spoken to President Putin.  Can you give us 

an update on the nature of their call?  What came up? 

 

MS. PSAKI:  Mm-hmm.  Well, I beli- — the call — I can confirm for you the call was 

scheduled.  The call has happened, I believe, since I have come out here.  So, we will, of course, 

be putting a readout of the call out.  But since you gave me the opportunity, I will just convey to 

you that he called him — called President Putin this afternoon with the intention of discussing 

our willingness to extend New START for five years, and also to reaffirm our strong support for 

Ukraine sovereignty in the face of Russians’ ongoing — Russia’s ongoing aggression, and also 

to raise matters of concern, including the SolarWinds hack, reports of Russia placing bounties on 

United States soldiers in Afghanistan, interference in the 2020 Election, the poisoning of Alexei 

Navalny, and treatment of peaceful protestors by Russian security forces. 

 

His intention was also to make clear that the United States will act firmly in defense of our 

national interests in response to malign actions by Russia.  But we’ll have a readout for you, I 

assume, sometime early this afternoon. 

 

Thanks, everyone. 

 

III. PBS, NEWS HOUR, JAN 26 INTERVIEW WITH SUSAN RICE 
 

In his first week in office, President Biden has made several moves to address 
equity in America. White House domestic policy adviser Susan Rice, who has 
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echoed the president’s commitment to expand opportunities for Americans, 
joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
 

Read the Full Transcript 

• Judy Woodruff: 
Let's dig deeper now into President Biden's executive actions today. 

And, for that, we're joined by Susan Rice, his domestic policy adviser. 

Susan Rice, so good to see you again. 

Welcome back to the "NewsHour." 

We heard from Yamiche Alcindor's reporting earlier in the program about the 
memoranda, executive actions the president is taking around equity, a 
number of these similar to what President Obama rolled out early in his 
administration. That was 12 years ago, and even echoes of President Clinton. 

Tell us how what is going on now is different. 
• Susan Rice: 

Well, Judy, it's good to be with you. 

I served in the Clinton administration, the Obama administration, and now the 
Biden administration. And I can tell you that, while each of the previous 
administrations that were Democratic worked to advance racial equity and 
justice, what we have seen in the last week and the first week of the Biden 
presidency is something quite different and unprecedented. 

President Biden on his first day in office implemented an executive order that 
will embed racial justice and equity in everything the federal government does, 
from how it collects data, to how it allocates resources, to how it assesses 
where we currently stand on matters of civil rights and racial equity. And it will 
hold each agency accountable for its results. We have never done that before. 
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And, today, beyond his whole-of-government, interagency commitment to 
ensuring that we put justice and equity front and center for everything, he 
rolled out a number of additional executive actions that will be beneficial for a 
wide range of Americans, combating xenophobia, for example, against Asian 
Americans and Pacific Islanders, who faced so much vitriol and animosity and 
even hate crimes resulting from previous leaders' attempts to target them in 
the context of COVID. 

He instituted a very important housing regulation that will — or — excuse me 
— order that would lead to new housing regulations, quite likely, that would 
roll back what Donald Trump did to try to prevent full implementation of the 
Fair Housing Act. 

So, there were many actions today, combined what he did last week. But, 
Judy, this is not the end of what we intend to do. This is six days in. We have 
a great deal more to do on all aspects of equity and justice. 

The other thing I would mention is that the… 
• Judy Woodruff: 

And so… 
• Susan Rice: 

Sorry. Go ahead. 
• Judy Woodruff: 

Yes, I was just going to say, so, for Americans watching this, what tangible 
changes are they going to see from this? 

• Susan Rice: 
Well, the first and most important thing, and what President Biden spent a 
great deal of time today talking about, is, we don't just invest in equity and 
racial justice out of moral purpose, as significant as that may be. 

We do it because it benefits every single American, not just one group or 
another. You know, there have been important studies that have been 
recently conducted by economists, including at Citi [SEE THE CITI STUDY 
SHE IS REFERRING TO AT SECTION V OF THIS DOCUMENT], which have 
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indicated that, if we can close the racial gap in income and opportunity, all 
Americans stand to benefit. 

We will add $5 trillion to the economy over five years and create six million 
new jobs for everybody. So, this work is the business of making all Americans 
do better, because, when some of us are suffering, and the gaps are so huge, 
it actually drags us all down. 

So, what we will do that is different is to make sure that, when we have new 
policies and programs, that we're thinking about how they can be beneficial 
broadly. So, for example, in the president's American Rescue Plan, his COVID 
relief package, there are things this there that benefit all Americans, raising 
unemployment benefits and extending them, making sure that we have up to 
$2,000 to all those who need it. 

But there are many steps in there that will benefit those at the lower-income 
scale and lift half of American children out of poverty and reduce overall 
poverty by 30 percent. So, this is beneficial to everybody. 

• Judy Woodruff: 
What do you say to some conservatives, like the columnist Andrew Sullivan — 
and I'm quoting from him — he's accusing the president in one of the things 
he wrote — of culture war aggression. 

And he went on to say, the president's focus on equity, he said, "would give 
named identity groups a specific advantage and treatment by the federal 
government over other groups." 

• Susan Rice: 
What I would say to that is that is a false characterization of what is going on. 
We are not giving anybody an advantage. We are giving everybody an equal, 
level playing field, or that's what we aim to do, because the history in this 
country is, there has not been a level playing field for many Americans, not 
just of Black and brown Americans and people of color, but people in rural 
areas who have been left behind, people in urban and suburban areas, 
disabled Americans, religious minorities, LGBTQ Americans. 
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And the reality is, it is holding us all back. So, rather than look at this through 
a divisive prism of zero sum, if it's good for them, it has to be bad for me, 
that's not the American way, and that's not how we all grow and prosper. 

We have to recognize that we're in this boat together. We sink or swim 
together. And when we have a leak in the boat and people are at risk, it puts 
all of us at risk. 

So, it's not about advantaging one group over another. It's making sure that 
we all begin at the same place and have the chance to fulfill our God-given 
potential. 

• Judy Woodruff: 
I ask because Andrew Sullivan went on to say, you don't unite the country by 
dividing it along what he calls these deep and inflammatory issues of identity. 

• Susan Rice: 
Well… 

• Judy Woodruff: 
And, as you know, there are Republicans saying the focus on equity is 
pointing a finger at Republicans, saying they are racist. 

• Susan Rice: 
Well, that is absolutely not the case. 

And, as President Biden said today, he believes and most religions teach us 
that we have to look out for one another, and that we believe that most 
Democrats, Republicans, and independents believe that we are all human 
beings of equal dignity and equal worth, and we have to respect that. 

But it's a bit rich, frankly, for Republicans to suggest that, by trying to lift up 
everybody, we are dividing America, when we just had four years of the most 
divisive, vitriolic presidency that one can imagine, and that division was a 
political strategy. And, thankfully, it hasn't worked, because it is not what the 
American people want. 
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They want us to come together. They want us to value each other. They want 
us to find common ground. And contrary to the notion that somehow this 
divides us, by recognizing that we all have inherent dignity and worth, that 
we're all worthy of respect and opportunity, we're reaching out hands to one 
another and lifting each other up. 

That's the America that makes the American dream accessible to not just the 
few, but the many. And that's what we want to be. 

• Judy Woodruff: 
One very brief final question. Will there be government funds that go into 
supporting these new policies? 

• Susan Rice: 
Yes, absolutely. 

For example, in the COVID relief package, which we call the American 
Rescue Plan, there are funds there for all Americans, but funds that will 
benefit people who have been left behind as well and people of different 
backgrounds and races, of all backgrounds and races. 

But the reality is, yes, there will be money for child tax credits, for the Earned 
Income Tax Credits, for vaccines, so we can get vaccines in everybody's 
arms, not just those with access to information and resources. 

And the COVID crisis is a perfect illustration of the fact that we are all in this 
boat together. We are not going to recover from this crisis if our essential 
workers, our front-line workers, from meatpackers to restaurant workers to 
hospital workers, are suffering, because we all rely on them to keep our 
economy afloat and to keep our lives working. 

We need to get our kids all back in school. That's not a Democratic or 
Republican imperative. That's a national imperative. So, this package and 
these resources serve us all. And we will make those investments because 
they are in our shared benefit and interest. 

• Judy Woodruff: 
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Susan Rice, who is President Biden's domestic policy adviser, I know we will 
want to be checking in with you as the weeks and months go by to see how 
these policies are progressing. 

Thank you so much. 
• Susan Rice: 

Thank you, Judy. 
 

IV. BIDEN AIMS TO TACKLE AMERICAN'S RACIAL INEQUITY CRISIS, CNN, JAN 
26, 2021 
 

Analysis by Stephen Collinson, CNN 

Updated 2:55 PM ET, Tue January 26, 2021 
 

(CNN)If there was any doubt about the urgency of President Joe Biden's mission to tackle racial 
inequality, it was erased in the searing moment an insurrectionist rioter brazenly paraded the 
Confederate flag through the US Capitol. 

Just 20 days on from one of the most shocking moments in modern US history, Biden on 
Tuesday made his most detailed policy moves yet on the issue with a series of executive orders 
on the one crisis haunting his presidency sure to endure once Covid-19 and its economic pain are 
just a horrible memory. 

He said that the death of Minnesota man George Floyd, in a notorious instance of police brutality 
against Black Americans last year, had unleashed a common realization among citizens that they 
could no longer ignore systemic racism. 

"Those eight minutes and 46 seconds that took George Floyd's life opened the eyes of millions of 
Americans and millions of people around all over the world," Biden said. "It was the knee on the 
neck of justice, and it wouldn't be forgotten." 

A truly one-of-a-kind Valentine's gift 

Grafomap, that company you’ve heard about that crafts frame-worthy, customized map prints is 
your key to surprising your significant other with a unique, once-in-a-lifetime gift 

Biden pressed ahead in the looming shadow of his predecessor Donald Trump after House 
Democrats on Monday delivered an article of impeachment relating to his role inciting the 
Capitol riot. 
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The uprising, incited by an ex-President who fueled white nationalism, underscored how 
America's oldest fault line is also one of its freshest following last summer's national racial 
reckoning. 

Yet subsequent events have also left a sense that while the country has rarely been more divided 
since a Civil War that was fought over slavery, progress is possible and as necessary as ever. 

In another striking image, on Monday, for example, the first Black, South Asian and female Vice 
President Kamala Harris swore in the first Black Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin. The two 
juxtaposed episodes less than three weeks apart encapsulated the nation's deep divides that Biden 
must confront but also a democracy's potential for change. 

The President has picked the most diverse Cabinet in US history. He has instructed his nominees 
at the Justice Department to prioritize civil rights and to root out racism and prejudice to apply 
equality under the law for all Americans. This is no doubt heartfelt. But it is also smart political 
positioning since he owes his victory in the Democratic nominating race, his triumph over 
Trump and his party's capture of the Senate to Black voters especially. 

"The President has committed the whole of our government to advance racial justice and equity 
for all," Susan Rice, the head of Biden's Domestic Policy Council said Tuesday, previewing a 
major address on race by the President later in the day. 

"These aren't feel good policies, the evidence is clear -- investing in equity is good for economic 
growth and it creates jobs for all Americans," Rice said, previewing an agenda that is far broader 
than the most familiar racial issues, including policing and discrimination. 

Biden tackled four areas on Tuesday, including fair housing, reforming the penal system to crack 
down on private prisons, recommitting the government to lifting up Native American 
communities and tribes and combating xenophobia against Asian Americans and Pacific 
Islanders. 

Why inclusive policy is a critical next step for diverse Biden administration 

Biden has worked hard to meet the moment, after several clumsy or discordant remarks related to 
race earlier in his long political career. 

During a visit to Kenosha, Wisconsin, during the election campaign, Biden argued that the 
nationwide tide of emotion that followed yet another shooting of a Black man by police, that 
paralyzed Jacob Blake, was the catalyst for a new effort to tackle all forms of racism and 
inequality of opportunity. 

He also signaled understanding of the spirit of the resurgent racial justice movement by 
acknowledging that White Americans could never fully appreciate the historic pain felt by their 
Black compatriots, an experience shared by many other citizens. 

"I can't understand what it's like to walk out the door or send my son out the door or my daughter 
and worry about just because they're Black they may not come back," Biden said. 
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Soaring words and symbolism are important -- they are part of a President's armory in mobilizing 
the public and affecting political change. But alone, they cannot transform a country or the lived 
reality of African Americans. The limited social mobility of millions and the busted promises of 
many previous "conversations about race" sometimes seem little changed from the reality noted 
by Martin Luther King Jr. in his book "Where do we go from here: Chaos or Community" that 
was first published in 1967. 

"Loose and easy language about equality, resonant resolutions about brotherhood fall pleasantly 
on the ear, but for the Negro there is a credibility gap he cannot overlook," King wrote. 

In a more recent lesson, the presidency of the first black commander in chief Barack Obama 
shows that the very act of breaking down barriers that at the time can seem epochal and 
irreversible can incite new prejudice and breed extremism. 

Biden's effort will require action from the Justice Department to tackle civil rights abuses and to 
guarantee fairness in the judicial system for all. Former national security adviser Rice's new 
White House job includes a sweeping mandate across all government agencies. 

Biden is also soon expected to seek reforms on policing, partly in response to the death of 
Minnesota man George Floyd with a policeman's knee on his neck last year. 

Last week, in the first hours of his presidency, Biden signed an executive order requiring all 
government departments to put racial and other forms of equality at the center of everything that 
they do during his term. 

One established that "advancing equity for all -- including people of color and others who have 
been historically underserved and marginalized -- is the responsibility of the whole of our 
government." Biden also countermanded an earlier executive order signed by Trump. 

Like much of Biden's presidency, his capacity for action, and to secure the massive funding that 
serious reform requires, will be constrained by narrow majorities in Congress and Washington's 
fractured political scene in the post-Trump era. But he does have the moral authority of having 
won office against a President who tore at the nation's racial chasm with a hard line "law and 
order" campaign based on false claims that the Democratic nominee wanted to dismantle 
policing as it is currently known. 

V. SEE CITI CLOSING THE RACIAL INEQUALITY GAPS, SEPTEMBER 
2020, CLASS 3E NO. 2 

VI. THE EXECUTIVE ORDER 
Executive Order on Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities 

Through the Federal Government 

JANUARY 20, 2021   
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By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States 

of America, it is hereby ordered:   

Section 1.  Policy.  Equal opportunity is the bedrock of American democracy, and our diversity is one 

of our country’s greatest strengths.  But for too many, the American Dream remains out of 

reach.  Entrenched disparities in our laws and public policies, and in our public and private 

institutions, have often denied that equal opportunity to individuals and communities.  Our country 

faces converging economic, health, and climate crises that have exposed and exacerbated 

inequities, while a historic movement for justice has highlighted the unbearable human costs of 

systemic racism.  Our Nation deserves an ambitious whole-of-government equity agenda that 

matches the scale of the opportunities and challenges that we face. 

It is therefore the policy of my Administration that the Federal Government should pursue a 

comprehensive approach to advancing equity for all, including people of color and others who have 

been historically underserved, marginalized, and adversely affected by persistent poverty and 

inequality.  Affirmatively advancing equity, civil rights, racial justice, and equal opportunity is the 

responsibility of the whole of our Government.  Because advancing equity requires a systematic 

approach to embedding fairness in decision-making processes, executive departments and agencies 

(agencies) must recognize and work to redress inequities in their policies and programs that serve 

as barriers to equal opportunity.   

By advancing equity across the Federal Government, we can create opportunities for the 

improvement of communities that have been historically underserved, which benefits 

everyone.  For example, an analysis shows that closing racial gaps in wages, housing credit, lending 

opportunities, and access to higher education would amount to an additional $5 trillion in gross 

domestic product in the American economy over the next 5 years.  The Federal Government’s goal 

in advancing equity is to provide everyone with the opportunity to reach their full 

potential.  Consistent with these aims, each agency must assess whether, and to what extent, its 

programs and policies perpetuate systemic barriers to opportunities and benefits for people of 

color and other underserved groups.  Such assessments will better equip agencies to develop 

policies and programs that deliver resources and benefits equitably to all.   
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Sec. 2.  Definitions.  For purposes of this order:  (a)  The term “equity” means the consistent and 

systematic fair, just, and impartial treatment of all individuals, including individuals who belong to 

underserved communities that have been denied such treatment, such as Black, Latino, and 

Indigenous and Native American persons, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and other persons 

of color; members of religious minorities; lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ+) 

persons; persons with disabilities; persons who live in rural areas; and persons otherwise adversely 

affected by persistent poverty or inequality.  

(b)  The term “underserved communities” refers to populations sharing a particular characteristic, 

as well as geographic communities, that have been systematically denied a full opportunity to 

participate in aspects of economic, social, and civic life, as exemplified by the list in the preceding 

definition of “equity.”    

Sec. 3.  Role of the Domestic Policy Council.  The role of the White House Domestic Policy Council 

(DPC) is to coordinate the formulation and implementation of my Administration’s domestic policy 

objectives.  Consistent with this role, the DPC will coordinate efforts to embed equity principles, 

policies, and approaches across the Federal Government.  This will include efforts to remove 

systemic barriers to and provide equal access to opportunities and benefits, identify communities 

the Federal Government has underserved, and develop policies designed to advance equity for 

those communities.  The DPC-led interagency process will ensure that these efforts are made in 

coordination with the directors of the National Security Council and the National Economic 

Council.   

Sec. 4.  Identifying Methods to Assess Equity.  (a)  The Director of the Office of Management and 

Budget (OMB) shall, in partnership with the heads of agencies, study methods for assessing 

whether agency policies and actions create or exacerbate barriers to full and equal participation by 

all eligible individuals.  The study should aim to identify the best methods, consistent with 

applicable law, to assist agencies in assessing equity with respect to race, ethnicity, religion, 

income, geography, gender identity, sexual orientation, and disability.   
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(b)  As part of this study, the Director of OMB shall consider whether to recommend that agencies 

employ pilot programs to test model assessment tools and assist agencies in doing so.   

(c)  Within 6 months of the date of this order, the Director of OMB shall deliver a report to the 

President describing the best practices identified by the study and, as appropriate, recommending 

approaches to expand use of those methods across the Federal Government. 

Sec. 5.  Conducting an Equity Assessment in Federal Agencies.  The head of each agency, or 

designee, shall, in consultation with the Director of OMB, select certain of the agency’s programs 

and policies for a review that will assess whether underserved communities and their members face 

systemic barriers in accessing benefits and opportunities available pursuant to those policies and 

programs.  The head of each agency, or designee, shall conduct such review and within 200 days of 

the date of this order provide a report to the Assistant to the President for Domestic Policy (APDP) 

reflecting findings on the following:   

(a)  Potential barriers that underserved communities and individuals may face to enrollment in and 

access to benefits and services in Federal programs;  

(b)  Potential barriers that underserved communities and individuals may face in taking advantage 

of agency procurement and contracting opportunities; 

(c)  Whether new policies, regulations, or guidance documents may be necessary to advance equity 

in agency actions and programs; and 

(d)  The operational status and level of institutional resources available to offices or divisions within 

the agency that are responsible for advancing civil rights or whose mandates specifically include 

serving underrepresented or disadvantaged communities. 

Sec. 6.  Allocating Federal Resources to Advance Fairness and Opportunity.  The Federal 

Government should, consistent with applicable law, allocate resources to address the historic 
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failure to invest sufficiently, justly, and equally in underserved communities, as well as individuals 

from those communities.  To this end:   

(a)  The Director of OMB shall identify opportunities to promote equity in the budget that the 

President submits to the Congress. 

(b)  The Director of OMB shall, in coordination with the heads of agencies, study strategies, 

consistent with applicable law, for allocating Federal resources in a manner that increases 

investment in underserved communities, as well as individuals from those communities.  The 

Director of OMB shall report the findings of this study to the President.   

Sec. 7.  Promoting Equitable Delivery of Government Benefits and Equitable 

Opportunities.  Government programs are designed to serve all eligible individuals.  And 

Government contracting and procurement opportunities should be available on an equal basis to all 

eligible providers of goods and services.  To meet these objectives and to enhance compliance with 

existing civil rights laws:   

(a)  Within 1 year of the date of this order, the head of each agency shall consult with the APDP and 

the Director of OMB to produce a plan for addressing:  

(i)   any barriers to full and equal participation in programs identified pursuant to section 5(a) of this 

order; and  

(ii)  any barriers to full and equal participation in agency procurement and contracting opportunities 

identified pursuant to section 5(b) of this order.   

(b)  The Administrator of the U.S. Digital Service, the United States Chief Technology Officer, the 

Chief Information Officer of the United States, and the heads of other agencies, or their designees, 

shall take necessary actions, consistent with applicable law, to support agencies in developing such 

plans. 
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Sec. 8.  Engagement with Members of Underserved Communities.  In carrying out this order, 

agencies shall consult with members of communities that have been historically underrepresented 

in the Federal Government and underserved by, or subject to discrimination in, Federal policies and 

programs.  The head of each agency shall evaluate opportunities, consistent with applicable law, to 

increase coordination, communication, and engagement with community-based organizations and 

civil rights organizations. 

Sec. 9.  Establishing an Equitable Data Working Group.  Many Federal datasets are not 

disaggregated by race, ethnicity, gender, disability, income, veteran status, or other key 

demographic variables.  This lack of data has cascading effects and impedes efforts to measure and 

advance equity.  A first step to promoting equity in Government action is to gather the data 

necessary to inform that effort.   

(a)  Establishment.  There is hereby established an Interagency Working Group on Equitable Data 

(Data Working Group). 

(b)  Membership.   

(i)    The Chief Statistician of the United States and the United States Chief Technology Officer shall 

serve as Co-Chairs of the Data Working Group and coordinate its work.  The Data Working Group 

shall include representatives of agencies as determined by the Co-Chairs to be necessary to 

complete the work of the Data Working Group, but at a minimum shall include the following 

officials, or their designees:   

(A)  the Director of OMB;  

(B)  the Secretary of Commerce, through the Director of the U.S. Census Bureau;  

(C)  the Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers;  

(D)  the Chief Information Officer of the United States;  
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(E)  the Secretary of the Treasury, through the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy;  

(F)  the Chief Data Scientist of the United States; and 

(G)  the Administrator of the U.S. Digital Service. 

(ii)   The DPC shall work closely with the Co-Chairs of the Data Working Group and assist in the Data 

Working Group’s interagency coordination functions.  

(iii)  The Data Working Group shall consult with agencies to facilitate the sharing of information and 

best practices, consistent with applicable law. 

(c)  Functions.  The Data Working Group shall:   

(i)   through consultation with agencies, study and provide recommendations to the APDP 

identifying inadequacies in existing Federal data collection programs, policies, and infrastructure 

across agencies, and strategies for addressing any deficiencies identified; and 

(ii)  support agencies in implementing actions, consistent with applicable law and privacy interests, 

that expand and refine the data available to the Federal Government to measure equity and 

capture the diversity of the American people. 

(d)  OMB shall provide administrative support for the Data Working Group, consistent with 

applicable law. 

Sec. 10.  Revocation.  (a)  Executive Order 13950 of September 22, 2020 (Combating Race and Sex 

Stereotyping), is hereby revoked. 

(b)  The heads of agencies covered by Executive Order 13950 shall review and identify proposed and 

existing agency actions related to or arising from Executive Order 13950.  The head of each agency 

shall, within 60 days of the date of this order, consider suspending, revising, or rescinding any such 
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actions, including all agency actions to terminate or restrict contracts or grants pursuant to 

Executive Order 13950, as appropriate and consistent with applicable law. 

(c)  Executive Order 13958 of November 2, 2020 (Establishing the President’s Advisory 1776 

Commission), is hereby revoked. 

Sec. 11.  General Provisions.  (a)  Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or otherwise 

affect:   

(i)   the authority granted by law to an executive department or agency, or the head thereof; or 

(ii)  the functions of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget relating to budgetary, 

administrative, or legislative proposals. 

(b)  This order shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability of 

appropriations. 

(c)  Independent agencies are strongly encouraged to comply with the provisions of this order. 

(d)  This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or 

procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against the United States, its departments, 

agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person. 

JOSEPH R. BIDEN JR. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

January 20, 2021. 

 

VII. THE END 
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